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Sample In-Class Writing Prompts:

- Writing in-class #1: Why did you enter the RT profession?
- Writing in-class #2: What does it mean to be a professional?
- Homework assignment: What is Medicare and what is Medicaid?
- Homework assignment: What are the positive and negative aspects of healthcare in this country?
- Writing assignment #3: What did we just discuss? (This is designed to see how well they were listening, taking notes, and allows me to see gaps in teaching/understanding.)
- Writing assignment #4: The manager’s dilemma (from textbook case)
- Homework #3: Resume to be reviewed by Career Services
- Writing assignment #5: Chart entry of a difficult intubation
- Writing #6: What did we discuss regarding pulm rehab last Friday?
- Writing in class #9: One suggestion to make program better for next class.